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Paper : GE-A

( Environment and Public Health )

Full Marks: 53
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Time: 3 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. : 1^5=5

Fill in the blanks :

(a) I

The causative agent of cholera is .

(b) I

Chernobyl disaster was occurred in the
year J .

^ ̂ I

Beside carbon dioxide, another
important greenhouse gas is ——.
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( 2 )

(d) ^

I

Ozone layer sits in the stratosphere
between 15 km to km above the
earth.

(e)

<11C^ I

Seveso disaster was caused due to the
-Ghemical-named - ■ . .

.  (.<pIc.1I Foiibh c5]^ . 3x3=9
Write short notes on any three of the
following:

(a) (:9IH% 7^
Global warming

(b)

Climate change

(c) ^

Noise pollution

(d) ̂

Three Mile Island accident

(e) c^5t

Typhoid disease
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( 3 )
\

3. 1^ 15^ : 3x3=9

Answer any three of the following in brief:

(a) ^

1^ 1^ I

Write about different tjrpes of waste and
their characters.

(b) 2Fm

9[^ I

Write briefly how climate change is
affecting public health.

(c) C«% ^
How can global warming be controlled?

(d) R«iHll)l 1^WI^ 1% 1%?
What are the prophylactic measures for
minamata disease?

4. 1% ? 1% ?
■^^ef R>iri<^ ? lilR? c^l^l

1% 1% ? 2+2+2+3=9

What is acid rain? What are the causes of
acid rain? How can it be prevented? What are
the effects of acid rain?

\5/W/Or

Rl^ Rs i%? c<PC'it<p
^R^ <iiR ? ^pR-^ ^

<iRR W'\l^ Wot hR, ^ I 9
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( 4 )

How can the different environmental hazards

be identified? Write about the dose response
evaluation and assessment of exposure.

5. 1%?

^ ? 3+8=11

What is environmental hazard? What is the

fate of toxic and persistent substance in the
environment?

Wm/Or

11

How should biomedical waste and nuclear

waste be handled?

6. TO

-pflR? 5+5=10

What are the causes of tuberculosis? How

can it be controlled?

WM/Or

I  10

What are the diseases that are caused by
environmental pollution? How can it be
prevented?

★ ★★
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